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cloud networking vendor currently triple-certified to International Standards Organization (ISO
business data networks and security
Most of us in cybersecurity are united by the mission to catch the bad guys and make security more painless for
our customers. Here are four exciting IT security and networking sub-segments that are

extreme sets new standard for cloud networking security, advancing the protection of customer data
and privacy
Juniper Networks is continuing its investment in the SASE market with the introduction of Juniper® Security
Director Cloud.

how chasing a pathogen spurred an unintended revolution in security and networking
A group of top U.S. national security agencies warned Monday in a report that adversarial nations’ influence on
5G standards is a major threat to securing advanced communications networks of the

juniper networks leans into sase with announcement of juniper security director cloud
Data breaches and data loss have been the worst nightmares of every organisation. The work-from-home and
hybrid working model during the pandemic does ensure business continuity, but what complicates

national security agencies warn of 5g network vulnerabilities, adversary influence
For decades, innovation in cellular technology and the demand for its deployment has largely been driven by the
needs of individuals.

understanding and selecting a data loss prevention solution for your business
AI can make sense of the massive amounts of data generated across the globe, identifying fraudsters’
underhanded tactics while improving the customer experience.

5g-powered solutions on private networks are shaping the future for large-scale enterprise
VPNs, or virtual private networks, are common solutions for both business and personal privacy. They should be
considered important for many small businesses, particularly as remote and flex work

mastercard says ai key in managing iot data deluge — and thwarting cyberfraud
Zscaler, Inc. (NASDAQ:ZS), the leader in cloud security, today announced innovations for the Zscaler Zero Trust

how virtual private networks can help bolster small business security?
Thales and Senetas have collaborated to launch the world’s first quantum-resistant network encryption solution,
capable of protecting customer data (at speeds up to 100 Gbps) against future quantum

zscaler advances zero trust security for the digital business disrupting decades of legacy it security and
networking models
The global Security Policy Management Market size is expected to grow from USD 1.5 billion in 2019 to USD 2.4
billion by 2024, at a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 9.6% during the forecast

senetas and thales launch the world’s first quantum resistant network encryption solution
According to a recent report published by Report Ocean titled Network Security Market by Component Solution
Service Deployment Organization Size and Industry Vertical Global Opportunity Analysis and

security policy management market growing at a cagr 9.6% | key player micro focus, palo alto
networks, mcafee, juniper networks, firemon
The combined portfolio will deliver real-time advanced encrypted traffic analysis, expand network visibility and
streamline workflows for Network and Security Operations teams.

network security market next big thing | major giants- cisco systems, solarwinds ibm, trend micro,
firemon, symantec, fireeye
With majority of users existing outside on-premises network boundary, the question of knowing where apps and
data reside suddenly became even harder to answer

liveaction acquires counterflow ai to expand network security offerings
Kenneth Research has recently added a market research study on Security Orchestration Automation and
Response (SOAR) Market 2025 which provides a complete comprehensive analysis including the data by

how your network became the bermuda triangle; and how you can fix it
By: Larry Lunetta, Vice President of Portfolio Solutions Marketing at Aruba, a Hewlett Packard Enterprise
company Survey asks how IT teams manage and provision effective security solutions that work

security orchestration automation and response (soar) market 2021 sales channels, technology and
production analysis, business growth by 2025
According to the latest report by IMARC Group, titled “Security Appliances Market: Global Industry Trends,
Share, Size, Growth, Opportunity and Forecast 2020-2025”, the global security appliances

ponemon study: it pros prefer best-of-breed for security and networking vs. single vendor solutions
Trend Micro and Snyk announced a new product designed to offer "continuous insights" into open source
vulnerabilities for security teams.

security appliances market report: size, demand, trends and future prospects details for business
development
Nokia today announced the launch of Nokia Data Marketplace as-a-service to facilitate secure sharing of data and
AI models, enabling digital transformation and data monetization for enterprises. As

trend micro brings open source vulnerability data to security teams
Latest released the research study on Global Content Delivery Network Security Market offers a detailed
overview of the factors influencing the global business scope Content Delivery Network Security

nokia launches blockchain-powered data marketplace for secure data trading and ai models
As such, CISOs must play an increasingly crucial strategic role within organizations, ensuring cybersecurity is
front and center of the roll out of new technologies, which requires gaining buy-in and

content delivery network security market next big thing | major giants aws, akamai technologies,
microsoft
Extreme Networks, Inc. (Nasdaq: EXTR), a cloud-driven networking company, today announced it is the only
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interview: greg day, palo alto networks on the changing role of cisos
The Big Data Security Market is Segmented By Solution Type (Data Discovery & Classification, Data Authorization
& Access, Data Encryption, Tokenization & Masking,

what we know about the pipeline ransomware attack: how it happened, who is responsible and more
In addition to funding partnerships centred on emerging aviation technology, the 2021 Budget has also pledged a
framework for managing the new tech, a National Drone Detection Network, and a drone

big data security market to reach usd 54,237 million by 2027 at cagr 18.8% - valuates reports | news |
wfmz.com
Since PII compliance is mandatory and necessary to protect the identities of individuals & a non-compliant
business could be entitled to hefty fines; protecting PII is the need of the hour. Let’s

budget 2021: drones and aviation tech gets au$32 million
which allow them to attack and infiltrate a network to identify weak points and learn how to build them back up.
"The goal of cybersecurity is to protect the data assets of business, whether

securing pii and achieving compliance for enterprise security: a brief overview
The global Virtualization Security Market size is expected to grow from USD 1.3 billion in 2019 to USD 2.7 billion
by 2024, at a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 15.6% during

pensacola state college dedicates new cybersecurity center, including cyber warfare range
Surfshark is all business. It has now added the new protocol in town WireGuard to its OpenVPN UDP and TCP and
IKEv2 options. In addition, Surfshark boasts a private DNS and an extra security

virtualization security market growing at a cagr 15.6% | key player trend micro, juniper networks,
fortinet, sophos, cisco
NetWall BSG (Bilateral Security Gateway) incorporates all the features of the NetWall USG (Unidirectional
Security Gateway) version, but also adds the ability to receive data replies from selected

the best vpn service 2021
The fact that an apparent group of cyber pirates -- a secret criminal nerd syndicate -- can take down the aorta of
fuel for the East Coast should be sending shockwaves through the country.
colonial pipeline wasn't the first and won't be the last cyber pirate attack
The IT experts within the Oerlikon Manmade Fibers Solutions business unit are also busy ensuring the data of its
customers are secure. Digital solutions such as Remote Service, AIM4DTY, Smart

bayshore networks announces the expansion of its netwall family of products with the release of
netwall bsg - bilateral security gateway
The past year has challenged most organisations. They’ve had to extend their infrastructure to support remote
working and to open multiple channels to engage and service their clients and business

oerlikon manmade fibers solutions: safe and sound – data security in smart factories
The business intelligence report on Automated Teller Machine (ATM) Security and Safety Market hosts latest
industry data and projections supported by historical

security threats are growing
VPN encryption is a network that gives a user or for a way to provide the same degree of security available in the
office to employees working from home. Bottom line: VPN encryption converts data

automated teller machine (atm) security and safety market by latest trend, growing demand and
technology advancement 2021-2026
Alphawave IP is a global semiconductor IP company that focuses on the way semiconductors communicate —
something which is going to be crucial as 5G data networks to grow our business because

what is vpn encryption?
The attack by a relatively new criminal group believed to have roots in Eastern Europe exposed the remarkable
vulnerability of key American infrastructure.

semiconductor specialist alphawave ip plans $4.5b london ipo and move to uk hq
Officially, a torrent is a file containing metadata related to a movie, song, software or photo downloaded from a
peer-to-peer network data. This claim can be especially troubling to business

biden vows to ‘disrupt and prosecute’ hackers who forced shutdown of u.s. pipeline
Dell Technologies World highlighted several key themes for the “next normal,” including remote work, cloud
adoption and IT resilience. But the predominant message was that data is king.

what are the dangers of torrents?
data breach, or ransomware attack, contact your nearest FBI field office or report it at tips.fbi.gov. Our
adversaries look to exploit gaps in our intelligence and information security networks.

dell tech world: business outcomes depend on the protection and use of data
The operator of a major U.S. pipeline hit by a cyberattack said Monday it hopes to have service mostly restored by
the end of the week.

cyber crime
It took just two hours for cyber criminals to steal almost 100 gigabytes of data from one of the biggest energy
pipelines in the US. On Friday, a shadowy criminal gang, known as Darkside, was able to

fbi links cyberattack on a major us fuel pipeline to russian criminal gang: ‘security can’t be an
afterthought’
The business intelligence report on DDoS Mitigation Solutions Market hosts latest industry data and projections
supported by historical statistics and growth

what the us pipeline attack reveals about global cyber security
As such, midmarket businesses need to invest in the tools needed to mitigate IT security threats. Research: BI and
data analytics usage up; but companies lack skills needed to take full advantage

ddos mitigation solutions market trend, covid-19 impact, current industry figures with demand by
countries and future growth 2026
To find the best VPN for your personal or business needs Fundamentally, most VPNs (virtual private network)
provide two services: Encrypting your data between two points and hiding the

cyber security report: defending your digital business
As you can tell from the name, V1 is a completely new product and maybe the best example yet of Arm’s ambitions
in the data center s Infrastructure Line of Business, told me.

best vpn in 2021: expert reviews of the best vpn services
As the University of California (UC) previously disclosed in communications to students, staff and faculty, and
retirees in early April, UC experience

arm launches its latest chip design for hpc, data centers and the edge
The impact of the March hacking of the Buffalo school district's computer system is a lot worse then officials have
let on.

uc notice of data breach
One of the largest US fuel pipelines remained largely paralyzed Monday after a ransomware cyberattack forced
the temporary shutdown of all operations late last week — an incident that laid bare
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